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Peering through the 
peer-to-peer fog

Peer-to-peer computing is a networking model that peo-

ple have rediscovered, dusted off, shined up, and hyped to the

point that you may be tempted to skip over even this article. But in

spite of all that’s been written about it, peer-to-peer computing does

have some advantages over the client/server model of computing.

Most people probably think that computer scientists invented peer-

IN SPITE OF ALL THE HYPE ABOUT PEER-TO-

PEER COMPUTING, SOME USEFUL APPLICA-

TIONS HAVE EMERGED FROM THIS NOT-SO-

NEW COMPUTING MODEL.

to-peer computing last year based on re-
cent stories.A lot of companies have been
quietly using peer-to-peer concepts ei-
ther in production software or internal-
ly for years. What sparked all the atten-
tion on this way of connecting computers
was the Napster phenomenon. It forced
us to realize that there’s another way to
get information from one computer to
another, and it doesn’t have to involve a
server. The Napster Web site uses an un-
Web-like method of sharing files. Sure,
some companies have suddenly discov-
ered that their products are based on
peer-to-peer technology and are proud-
ly proclaiming it. However, some com-
panies have dropped the term from their
marketing while continuing to use the
technology. Peer-to-peer computing is
neither good nor bad; it’s just another
way of thinking about and solving a com-
puter-networking problem.

DEFINING PEER-TO-PEER COMPUTING

Computers have been communicating
with other peer computers since the ear-

ly days of computer networks. People
have overused and misused the term so
much that it’s hard for us to know what
someone means when he says “peer-to-
peer.” One reason peer-to-peer comput-
ing has gained so much attention is that
it breaks from the conventional and om-
nipresent client/server computer model.
If you are reading this article on the Web,
your Web browser (the client) requested
a file containing this article from a com-
puter (the server) that is part of the
www.ednmag.com Web site. If the pop-
ularity of the Web is any indication, the
client/server model is not going away
soon.

Computers in a peer-to-peer network
are “peers” in the sense that all the com-
puters can act as clients and servers to
each other. For example, Computer A can
request a file from Computer B during
one transaction, and, in another transac-
tion, Computer B can request a file from
Computer A. A strict definition of peer-
to-peer computing dictates that no com-
puter in the system can be solely a serv-
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er. For those old enough to remember, a
group of citizens band radios communi-
cating with each other on the same chan-
nel is an example of a pure peer-to-peer
system. Napster is not a pure peer-to-
peer system because it relies on a central
server to hold a directory of songs and
their locations for its members. The rea-
sons most people consider Napster a
peer-to-peer system are because the ac-
tual transfer of an MP3 file occurs di-
rectly from one user’s computer to an-
other and because the MP3 files are
distributed over thousands of computers
rather than on one centralized server.

Clay Shirky of The Accelerator Group
says that you can define peer-to-peer
computing as “a class of applications that
takes advantage of resources—storage,
cycles, content, human presence—avail-
able at the edges of the Internet” (Refer-
ence 1). He also provides a litmus test for
a peer-to-peer system: Does it allow for
variable connectivity and temporary net-
work addresses? Does it give the node at
the edges of the network significant au-
tonomy? The answer must be yes to both
questions for the application to consti-
tute peer-to-peer computing.

You can divide real-world examples

into commercial and noncommercial ap-
plications. Some of the best-known ex-
amples of peer-to-peer computing are
noncommercial, such as Gnutella (www.
gnutella.wego.com). Justin Frankel and

Tom Pepper invented the Gnutella pro-
tocol as an experiment in sharing files
over the Internet. Frankel and Pepper
also created Winamp and the company
Nullsoft, which AOL (America Online)
purchased in 1999. AOL didn’t approve
of the Gnutella project Frankel and Pep-
per had started in March 2000 and can-
celled it soon afterwards. Some open
source developers resurrected the
Gnutella protocol and posted their work
on the Web.

A Gnutella network is primarily a
searching and discovery network. Each
node can respond to a query however it
wishes. For example, if you queried the
network for “growing tomatoes” a node
may respond with the name of a file in its
shared directory containing information
on tomato gardening. Another node may
respond with a URL. Other nodes may
ignore the query if they have no relevant
information. Nodes must be running
Gnutella software to be a part of a
Gnutella network. Because there is no
central server to connect to when you
first start your Gnutella session, your
computer must know of at least one 
other online Gnutella node with which
to communicate. Finding these other

SIMULATING THE POWER4 MICROPROCESSOR

Developing IBM’s 170 million-
transistor Power4 microproces-
sor required a new simulation
methodology due to its com-
plexity (FFiigguurree  AA). The 64-bit
Power4 microprocessor, operat-
ing at clock frequencies of
greater than 1 GHz, is an eight-
instruction-wide, superscalar,
out-of-order-execution design
that can have more than 200
instructions pending comple-
tion in each of the two on-chip
processor cores. Considering
the latches, arrays, and input
signals on-chip, the unique
states it has are approximately 1
followed by 4.2 million zeros. To
put this number in perspective,
if each state were a golf ball, the
universe would be too small by
a long shot to hold them.
Simulating this many states is
impossible.

The challenge instead was to

identify the set of meaningful
states that needed to be validat-
ed. IBM’s simulation goal was to
ensure first-pass hardware would
successfully boot the operating
system. By achieving this goal,
the company could be confident
the initial hardware would have

sufficient functions and
stability to enable produc-
tive testing to meet
aggressive product sched-
ules. To accomplish this
goal, the company devel-
oped a test infrastructure
accommodating multiple
test philosophies in an
automated environment
that sustained more than
7 billion productive simu-
lation cycles per week.

To accomplish this her-
culean task, IBM invested
in a large “simulation
farm” consisting of thou-

sands of IBM AIX-based RS/6000
workstations and servers in
Austin, TX, and Rochester, MN,
and interconnected via a 100-
Mbps Ethernet network. Of these
systems, roughly half perform
simulation, and the remainder
resides on users’ desks. Many of

these users are not affiliated with
the Power4 project. The project’s
terabytes of data are distributed
across systems using a global
DFS (distributed-file system),
which allows Power4 team mem-
bers dispersed across several
sites within IBM to share project
data. The data is stored on the
simulation farm, enabling more
effective resource balancing, data
backups, and security. Users
need not know where their data
physically resides; they need to
know just its DFS path name. 

To more intelligently cover the
large number of possible states,
IBM generated many random-
test cases. The test-case genera-
tor understands the machine’s
architecture and uses inputs, or
“defs,” which the simulation
team developed to generate test
cases to validate an implementa-
tion feature or exercise a corner

By John Reysa, Senior Engineer, Power4 Simulation, IBM Corp

IBM’s 170 mil-
lion-transistor

Power4 microprocessor was simulated
using a form of peer-to-peer technology.

F igure  A

AT A GLANCE

ee Peer-to-peer computing has many defi-
nitions, but it is essentially a decentralized
network of computers interacting without
the intervention of a server.

ee Gnutella, Freenet, and SETI@home are
examples of noncommercial implementa-
tions of peer-to-peer networks using indi-
vidual PCs connected to the Internet.

ee Large-microprocessor developers are
using peer-to-peer techniques to simulate
their huge chips.

ee Public peer-to-peer networks face issues
such as performance, scalability, security,
reliability, and trust.

ee Microsoft .NET and Sun’s JXTA are 
efforts to standardize peer-to-peer applica-
tion development.



Gnutella node addresses can be
tricky. Some Gnutella
advocates have set up
hosts to cache the addresses of
Gnutella nodes. Having only a few
places to look to find other Gnutel-
la nodes simplifies getting onto a
Gnutella network, but host caching
is a compromise because it cen-
tralizes activity on a network.

You begin a Gnutella session by
sending a “ping” message to hosts
in your vicinity.When the hosts re-
ceive your ping, they acknowledge
you by returning a pong. If you send a
query to these hosts, they can respond
with a reply to your query, forward your
query onto other hosts, or both. Eventu-
ally, you will receive several replies to
your request, and you can directly con-
tact the host that responded with the in-
formation you want. The protocol en-
sures that a query is not forwarded to the
same host more than once and that the
query terminates after it has been for-
warded a predetermined number of
times.

Freenet (www.freenet.sourceforge.net)
is another not-for-profit peer-to-peer
network. It has the stated purpose of pre-

venting censorship of documents while
providing anonymity to its users.
Freenet’s supporters hope that, by dis-
tributing files across a decentralized net-
work, information on its network will al-
ways be available despite efforts to shut
down individual nodes. You initiate a re-
quest for a document by forwarding the
request to a node you know and trust. If
the node doesn’t have the document you
are looking for, it forwards the request to
another node that is more likely to have
it. Requests terminate after being for-
warded a certain number of times. If a
node has the requested document, it
sends the document back through the

chain of nodes from which the request
came. Each node in the chain can store
a copy of the document so that future
requests for the document will be an-
swered immediately. As messages are
passed through the network, nodes
learn the addresses of other Freenet
nodes, and the network becomes more
connected. Freenet has the advantage of
making a popular document more
available over time as copies of it pro-
liferate over the network. On the other
hand, thousands of users trying to ac-
cess a single document on a centralized

server reduces access to that document.
Perhaps the most well known non-

commercial peer-to-peer application is
the SETI@home project (Reference 2).
SETI (Search for Extraterrestrial Intelli-
gence) is an area of research directed to-
ward detecting intelligent life beyond
Earth. The SETI@home project collects
radio-telescope data in a 2.5-MHz band
centered at 1.42 GHz, the hydrogen line.
The hydrogen line is the resonant fre-
quency of hydrogen molecules that fill in-
terstellar space. SETI@home’s proponents
hope that aliens are clever enough to
broadcast at the resonant frequency of the
most common element in the universe.
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Sun based its JXTA model on peer groups, peer pipes,
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F igure  1

case. Currently, random-test-
case generation and simulation
consume most of the comput-
ing resources.

On the client side, a job sub-
mitter controls how users sub-
mit the defs to the simulation
farm. For example, a user can
specify the def’s relative priority
and how many tests to submit
before the def retires. In addi-
tion, a “fail threshold” instructs
the job submitter to stop creat-
ing jobs once the threshold is
exceeded for that def to limit
the amount of fail data. On the
server side, several submitter
servers read the user-control
directives and submit jobs to the
simulation farm through a batch
system, which balances the
workload across the farm. The
batch system detects failed sys-
tems and reschedules jobs as
needed. The batch system per-
mits users to allocate portions of
the simulation farm to specific
test areas. If a test area does not

use its allocated portion, users
submit other jobs in its place to
maximize available computing
resources.

Test-case execution begins
when the batch system delivers
the job to the simulation farm.
The system gathers the data
required for the simulation, typi-
cally tens to hundreds of
megabytes. In most cases, a
“model server” provides the
source for the VHDL model and
the C11 simulation driver. The
model server replicates the data
across several systems to handle
the demand of thousands of
machines requesting the data.
The system obtains the remain-
der of the data through the DFS.
The system invokes the random-
test-case generator to create test
cases from the def. A “cycle sim-
ulator” then executes the test
case. The system sends the
high-level passing or failing
results of the simulation to an
internally developed flat-file

database that collects results
from all simulations and repli-
cates the data in different forms
to quickly provide results for
large queries. For example, to
see the pass/fail regression
results of 250,000 tests requires
only one or two minutes. For
failing tests, the debug files go
to “results processors” that
parse the generated data to
gather interesting debugging
information. The processed out-
put files are then stored in DFS.

An engineer can analyze the
fail data using a tracking tool
that allows access to any infor-
mation regarding the fail. The
tracking tool correlates data
from the output file, test-case
files, debugging records, bug
database, and flat-file database.
Fast sorting and collapsing fea-
tures and high-level debugging
information permit multiple ana-
lysts to quickly and simultane-
ously attack the problem. An
engineer can also rerun the test

exactly as before with controlled
variations to further isolate the
failure or verify a fix. If an engi-
neer finds a bug, he uses the
fail-tracking tool to ensure that
the test becomes part of a
regression suite for testing suc-
cessor models.

IBM’s simulation farm allows
the simulation of more than 1
billion cycles a day. The peak
computing power of the farm is
approximately 2 TFLOPS. This
much computing capacity is
equivalent to the fifth-ranked
supercomputer in the
www.top500.org list as of
November 2000. Code automa-
tion allows the use of the avail-
able capacity of all IBM’s work-
stations 24 hours a day every
day. IBM believes that the effort
and expense of the simulation
environment is worth the invest-
ment. Power4’s first-pass silicon
successfully booted Unix, and
the chip remains on its initial
product-development schedule.
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Once SETI collects this data, it divides it
into 0.3-Mbyte work units. The
SETI@home software that you run on
your PC is a screensaver, which works on
the data only when the PC is idle. De-
pending on the speed of your PC, the task
may take an hour to several days to com-
plete. When the software finishes, it con-
nects to the SETI@home server, sends the
results, and downloads another work unit.

These noncommercial examples may
give you the impression that peer-to-peer
computing is a computer-science exper-
iment with a social bent. But companies
such as Groove Networks and NextPage
are determined to make peer-to-peer
computing turn a profit. Ray Ozzie, the
creator of Lotus Notes, founded Groove
Networks in 1997. Groove Network’s
Groove software allows members of a
project to collaborate directly and se-
curely with each other via their net-
worked PCs. Each member has a Shared
Space that other members can access. The
Shared Space can contain calendars, con-
tact managers, instant-messaging tools,
and a Sketchpad for illustrating a point
for other members of the group. Groove
synchronizes data between each mem-
ber’s Shared Spaces in the background
through an encrypted connection.
Groove Networks also offers a develop-
ment kit for tying Groove into your cur-
rent environment.

NextPage’s Nxt 3 e-Content Platform
allows you to manage, access, and ex-
change content across a Content Network,

a secure distributed intranet of servers,
through your Web browser. The content
appears to you to reside in a single loca-
tion but may in fact be in several locations
around the world. For example, you can
create a document and keep it on your PC,
but other members of the Content Net-
work can access your document as if it
were on a central server. Nxt 3 also dis-
tributes document searches for efficiency
by forwarding the query to the distributed
servers, which perform the search on their
own file systems.

Large-chip designers also use a form of
peer-to-peer computing to simulate mi-
croprocessors containing tens of millions
of transistors. Intel claims its Netbatch
project saves $500 million a year by mak-
ing the computing and storage capacity
of 10,000 workstations available for sim-
ulation. IBM has been using a similar ap-
proach since the early 1990s (see sidebar
“Simulating the Power4 microproces-
sor”). Developing chips with 100 million
transistors wouldn’t be feasible without a
distributed-computing approach.

OVERCOMING SOME HURDLES

Although peer-to-peer computing of-
fers advantages over centralized comput-
ing, it also faces some important obsta-
cles. One of the most serious concerns is
security. If you are creating a peer-to-peer
network over the Internet, you need to
consider the issues of trust, identity, ac-
countability, and reputation. For peer-to-
peer networks such as Freenet, in which
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anonymity is important, it is difficult to
hold peers accountable for their behav-
ior. One approach is to “punish” a mis-
behaving peer by having other peers ig-
nore it. Identity usually involves verifying
the identity of someone you already trust.

The problems facing the socially ori-
ented peer-to-peer networks are trickier
than networks running on a company’s
intranet.With a secure intranet, you wor-
ry less about trust and identity. But for
Internetwide peer-to-peer networks, it
takes only a few bad apples to spoil the
fun. Freenet, Gnutella, and others are still
working out these problems.

Other issues include scalability and
performance. What happens when the
number of peers in a network doubles?
Does performance degrade or increase as
you add new peers? Reliability is anoth-
er concern. A peer-to-peer protocol has
to deal with the fact that peers will come
online and go offline in an unpredictable
manner. The fact that a peer can disap-
pear from the network without disrupt-
ing other peers is one of the advantages
and even a definition of a peer-to-peer
network.

DEVELOPING PEER-TO-PEER NETWORKS

Several companies are working to pro-
vide you with a standardized way of de-
veloping peer-to-peer networks. Sun’s
JXTA (derived from “juxta-
pose”) is a peer-to-peer proto-
col that is designed to make it
easier for you to take advantage
of distributed computing. JXTA
provides a way to communicate
with nodes or devices on a net-
work without the intervention
of a centralized server. The
JXTA model is based on four
key concepts (Figure 1): peer
groups, peer pipes, peer moni-
toring, and security. Peer groups are col-
lections of peers or other groups. JXTA
allows you to create groups and allow
peers to become aware of and trust oth-
er peers. Peer pipes are based on Unix
pipes and allow peers to connect to each
other over the network in a distributed
manner. Peer monitoring allows you to
keep track of peer behavior and establish
control policies among peers. The secu-
rity features of JXTA allow you to ensure
privacy, confidentiality, identity, and
controlled access to services.

Microsoft is also in the peer-to-peer
game. The company’s .NET Framework
allows you to create peer-to-peer pro-

grams based on four application models.
The Web Services model allows you to
quickly write a class that listens for and
processes incoming requests and sends
back objects that the peer application un-
derstands. The Windows Forms model is
for writing Windows-based GUI appli-
cations for such tasks as logging in or
sharing content. The Web Forms model
allows you to write an application for re-
turning HTML content to a peer. The
Service Process model is for applications
that don’t use the HTTP protocol.

Intel, IBM, Hewlett-Packard, Applied
Meta Computing, and other companies
are also involved in the effort to develop
peer-to-peer standards. In August 2000,
these companies formed the Peer-to-Peer
Working Group to “foster standards, cre-
ate the necessary infrastructure for this
technology, and develop applications that
would help implement it.” Intel also has
a philanthropic project under way that
uses peer-to-peer technology to help find
cures to life-threatening diseases.

It may seem odd that Intel is promot-
ing peer-to-peer computing because the
technology can make more efficient use
of PCs. But if the technology becomes
easy to use and applicable to more com-
puting problems, peer-to-peer comput-
ing may actually increase the demand for
more powerful PCs. If you are an IS man-

ager buying several new PCs for
a staff that mostly does word
processing, you will probably
buy the least powerful comput-
ers that will still do the job.
However, if your company has
a way of using idle computing
power or unused disk space,
you may be able to justify buy-
ing the most powerful CPUs
and largest disk drives you can
afford. And that’s good news for

the processor and hard-drive manufac-
turers.k
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